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Billet 'Fast-Lane' Mirrors for Touring Models by Wicked Image
Custom Billet mirrors for your FLHT/FLHX models. Direct replacement for the stock mirrors on 
Street Glides other models will require mounting holes to be drilled. Available in either a chrome-
plated or black anodized finish. Includes mounting hardware, sold in pairs. Made in the U.S.A.
677678 Billet 'Fast-Lane' mirrors,chrome

Ness Micro-Mirrors for Baggers
•	 Small	stylish	designs	
•	 Black	powder	coated,	die-cast	construction.
•	 Integrated	mounting	design	cleans	up	the	handlebars	and	blends	the	mirrors	into	the	fairing.
•	 Direct	replacement	on	06-13	FLHX	(Street	Glide	models)	and	easily	fitted	to	other	Touring	mod-

els with fairings.
•	 Sold	as	a	pair
631161 Mini-Oval mirror set
631162 Rad II mirror set

631161
631162

Windshield Mounted Mirrors by Küryakyn
Wipe your bars clean with Kuryakyn’s innovative windshield mounted mirrors. This sleek design 
blends a classy chrome windshield accent strip with gracefully curved arm to support the mirror 
heads. Kits are available with convex glass turn signal mirrors, Eclipse mirrors, or just the mounts 
alone so you could use any mirror you choose with a 1/4"-20 threaded stud. Fits all 96-13 Electra 
Glide models.
600729 Windshield mounted Eclipse mirrors

600729

Performance Machine FL Touring 
Mirrors
The faired Touring Models have an ideal loca-
tion for a mirror to tuck out of the way and 
still provide an excellent rear view. We’ve 
taken that concept a few steps further with 
our machined aluminum Contour Touring 
Edition Mirrors. Designed for optimal view, 
while still flowing perfectly with the lines of 
the fairing. Includes complete mounting system 
and drill guide for easy installation. Fits 96-13 
FLHT, FHTC, FLHTCU, 06-13 FLHX.
684370 Mirror set, black
684371 Mirror set, chrome

Performance Machine Torque 
Mirror
Constant improvement has always been the 
foundation of PM’s R&D department and the 
Torque Mirror is a perfect example of that 
dedication to progress. The completely unique 
shape of the mirror head would have been 
enough for most designers, but the PM guys 
took it a few steps further and integrated the 
profile into the stem as well. Bolts to all PM 
hand controls, as well as stock and many other 
aftermarket controls.
684366 Right side, black
684367 Right side, chrome
684368 Left side, black
684369 Left side, chrome


